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(54) Method and apparatus for processing and receiving digital broadcast signal for 3-dimensional 
subtitle

(57) The disclosed method for processing a digital
broadcast signal including a 3-dimensional, 3D, content
comprises encoding 3D video data for the 3D content,
the 3D video data including a left picture for a left view

and a right picture for a right view for a 3D image, gen-
erating signaling data including a subtitle segment having
information for signaling 3D subtitles for the 3D content,
and transmitting the digital broadcast signal including the
encoded 3D video data and generated signaling data.
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Description

[0001] This application claims the benefit of U.S. Pro-
visional Application No. 61/349,884 filed on May 30,
2010, U.S. Provional Application No. 61/374,251 filed on
August 16, 2010 and U.S. Provisional Application No.
61/413, 900 filed on November 15, 2010 which are here-
by incorporated by reference as if fully set forth herein.

[Technical Field]

[0002] The present invention relates to a method for
transmitting a three-dimensional (3D) image over a net-
work and a broadcast receiver for processing a broadcast
signal including a 3D image and, more particularly, to a
broadcast signal processing method for providing a 3D
effect to a subtitle displayed along with a 3D image and
a broadcast receiver for receiving a broadcast signal
processed using the broadcast signal processing meth-
od.

[Background Art]

[0003] Generally, a three dimensional (3D) image (or
a stereoscopic image) provides a user’s eyes with a ster-
eoscopic effect using the stereoscopic visual principle.
A human being feels both near and far through a binoc-
ular parallax caused by a distance between their eyes
spaced apart from each other by about 65mm, such that
the 3D image enables both right and left eyes to respec-
tively view associated planar images, resulting in the ster-
eoscopic effect and the perspective effect.
[0004] The above-mentioned 3D image display meth-
od may be classified into a stereoscopic scheme, a vol-
umetric scheme, a holographic scheme, etc. In case of
using the stereoscopic scheme, the 3D image display
method provides a left view image to be viewed by the
left eye and a right view image to be viewed by the right
eye, such that the user’s left eye views the left view image
and the user’s right eye views the right view image
through either polarization glasses or a display device,
resulting in recognition of the 3D image effect.

[Disclosure]

[Technical Problem]

[0005] An object of the present invention devised to
solve the problem lies in efficient transmission of a 3D
subtitle displayed along with 3D content of a broadcast
signal.
[0006] An object of the present invention devised to
solve the problem lies in provision of an efficient and con-
venient broadcast environment to a user by processing
and displaying received 3D subtitle data in consideration
of a display condition of a 3D video display device and a
3D effect of content set during manufacture in the case
where a broadcast receiver receives subtitle data in a 3D

broadcast environment.

[Technical Solution]

[0007] To achieve these objects and other advantages
and in accordance with the purpose of the invention, as
embodied and broadly described herein, a method for
processing a digital broadcast signal including a 3-dimen-
sional, 3D, content is suggested. The method comprises
encoding 3D video data for the 3D content, the 3D video
data including a left picture for a left view and a right
picture for a right view for a 3D image, generating sign-
aling data including a subtitle segment having information
for signaling 3D subtitles for the 3D content, wherein the
subtitle segment includes sub-region disparity informa-
tion indicating value of disparity applied to at least one
sub-region of a region of the 3D image for the 3D subtitles,
the disparity being a difference between horizontal posi-
tions of a pixel representing a same point in space in the
right and left view of the 3D image, and transmitting the
digital broadcast signal including the encoded 3D video
data and generated signaling data.
[0008] In another aspect of the present invention, pro-
vided herein is an apparatus for receiving a digital broad-
cast signal including a 3-dimensional, 3D, content com-
prising a receiving unit configured to receive the digital
broadcast signal including 3D video data for the 3D con-
tent and signaling data, a demultiplexer configured to de-
multiplex the 3D video data and the signaling data from
the received digital broadcast signal, the 3D video data
including a left picture for a left view and a right picture
for a right view for a 3D image, an extracting unit config-
ured to extract a subtitle segment having information for
signaling 3D subtitles for the 3D content from the demul-
tiplexed signaling data, wherein the subtitle segment in-
cludes sub-region disparity information indicating value
of disparity applied to at least one sub-region of a region
of the 3D image for the 3D subtitles, the disparity being
a difference between horizontal positions of a pixel rep-
resenting a same point in space in the right and left view
of the 3D image, and a control unit configured to control
a display of the 3D subtitle for the 3D content based on
the extracted subtitle segment.
[0009] In another aspect of the present invention, the
value of disparity is applied symmetrically to each view
of the region or sub-region.
[0010] In another aspect of the present invention, the
subtitling segment further includes information indicating
existence of sub-regions in the region of the 3D image,
and wherein the value of disparity indicated by the sub-
region disparity information is applied to the region when
the information indicates no sub-regions exist in the re-
gion.
[0011] In another aspect of the present invention, the
subtitling segment further includes default disparity infor-
mation specifying default disparity value which is applied
to all regions in the 3D image when a digital broadcast
receiver is not capable of applying individual disparity
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values to each region.
[0012] In another aspect of the present invention, the
sub-region disparity information includes integer part in-
formation specifying integer part of the value of disparity
and fractional part information specifying fractional part
of the value of disparity.
[0013] In another aspect of the present invention, the
subtitling segment further includes sub-region horizontal
information specifying horizontal position of the at least
one sub-region and sub-region width information speci-
fying horizontal width of the at least one sub-region.
[0014] In another aspect of the present invention, the
subtitling segment further includes shift type information
specifying that the value of disparity is applied to which
view among the left and right view for the 3D subtitle.

[Advantageous Effects]

[0015] According to the present invention, it is possible
to efficiently transmit a 3D subtitle along with 3D content
through a broadcast signal.
[0016] In addition, according to the present invention,
it is possible to efficiently process a 3D subtitle in a broad-
cast receiver.
[0017] Furthermore, according to the present inven-
tion, it is possible to process a 3D subtitle according to
performance of a broadcast receiver.
[0018] In addition, according to embodiments of the
present invention, a 3D subtitle data processing method
maintains compatibility with a 2D legacy broadcast re-
ceiver, and at the same time displays subtitle data having
a 3D effect through a broadcast receiver capable of dis-
playing 3D video data.

[Description of Drawings]

[0019] The accompanying drawings, which are includ-
ed to provide a further understanding of the invention,
illustrate embodiments of the invention and together with
the description serve to explain the principle of the inven-
tion.
[0020] FIG. 1 is a diagram showing the syntax of an
extended display definition segment according to an em-
bodiment of the present invention.
[0021] FIG. 2 is a diagram showing the syntax of an
extended page composition segment according to an
embodiment of the present invention.
[0022] FIG. 3 is a diagram showing a display position
of a subtitle according to the display_shift_type field ac-
cording to an embodiment of the present invention.
[0023] FIG. 4 is a diagram showing a display position
of a subtitle of the region_shift_type according to an em-
bodiment of the present invention.
[0024] FIG. 5 is a diagram showing the syntax of an
extended object disparity segment according to an em-
bodiment of the present invention.
[0025] FIG. 6 shows a syntax structure of an extended
Display Definition Segment (DDS) acting as extended

subtitle display information according to one embodiment
of the present invention.
[0026] FIG. 7 shows a syntax structure of an extended
Page Composition Segment (PCS) acting as extended
subtitle display information according to one embodiment
of the present invention.
[0027] FIG. 8 is a diagram showing the syntax of an
extended object definition segment according to another
embodiment of the present invention.
[0028] FIG. 9 is a block diagram illustrating a decoding
block in a broadcast receiver for receiving and processing
3D subtitle data according to one embodiment of the
present invention.
[0029] FIG. 10 is a block diagram showing a receiver
for receiving a digital broadcast signal according to an
embodiment of the present invention.
[0030] FIG. 11 is a flowchart illustrating a method of
processing a 3D subtitle to be transmitted according to
an embodiment of the present invention.

[Best Mode]

[0031] Reference will now be made in detail to the pre-
ferred embodiments of the present invention, examples
of which are illustrated in the accompanying drawings.
The detailed description, which will be given below with
reference to the accompanying drawings, is intended to
explain exemplary embodiments of the present inven-
tion, rather than to show the only embodiments that can
be implemented according to the present invention.
[0032] Prior to describing the present invention, it
should be noted that most terms disclosed in the present
invention are defined in consideration of functions of the
present invention and correspond to general terms well
known in the art, and can be differently determined ac-
cording to intention of those skilled in the art, usual prac-
tices, or introduction of new technologies. In some cases,
a few terms have been selected by the applicant as nec-
essary and will hereinafter be disclosed in the following
description of the present invention. Therefore, it is pref-
erable that the terms defined by the applicant be under-
stood on the basis of their meanings in the present in-
vention.
[0033] The 3D image display method includes a ster-
eoscopic imaging scheme in which two view points are
considered and a multi-view imaging scheme in which
three or more view points are considered. In contrast, a
single view image scheme shown in the related art may
also be referred to as a monoscopic image scheme.
[0034] The stereoscopic imaging scheme is designed
to use one pair of right and left view images acquired
when a left-side camera and a right-side camera spaced
apart from each other by a predetermined distance cap-
ture the same target object. The multi-view imaging
scheme uses three or more images captured by three or
more cameras spaced apart by a predetermined distance
or angle. Although the following description discloses
embodiments of the present invention using the stereo-
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scopic imaging scheme as an example, the inventive
concept of the present invention may also be applied to
the multi-view imaging scheme.
[0035] A stereoscopic image or multi-view image may
be compressed and coded according to a variety of meth-
ods including a Moving Picture Experts Group (MPEG)
scheme, and transmitted to a destination.
[0036] For example, a stereoscopic image or a multi-
view image may be compressed and coded according to
the H.264 / Advanced Video Coding (AVC) scheme, and
transmitted. In this case, the reception system may de-
code a received image in reverse order of the H.264/AVC
coding scheme, such that it is able to obtain the 3D image.
[0037] In addition, one of a left view image and a right
view image of a stereoscopic image or one of multiple-
view images may be assigned to an image of a base
layer, and the remaining one may be assigned to an im-
age of an extended layer. The base layer image may be
encoded using the same method as the monoscopic im-
aging method. In association with the extended layer im-
age, only information of the relationship between the
base layer image and the extended layer image may be
encoded and transmitted. As an exemplary compression
coding scheme for the base layer image, a JPEG, an
MPEG-2, an MPEG-4, or a H.264/AVC scheme may be
used. For convenience of description, the H.264/AVC
scheme may be exemplarily used in one embodiment of
the present invention. In one embodiment of the present
invention, the compression coding scheme for an image
of an upper or higher layer may be set to the H.264 /
Multi-view Video Coding (MVC) scheme.
[0038] When the MVC scheme is additionally applied
to the AVC scheme or the right/left image sequences are
coded using only the AVC scheme so as to implement
the stereoscopic display, one point to be duly considered
when broadcasting corresponding 3D content data is
compatibility with the 2D broadcast receiver of the related
art. For the related broadcast receiver incapable of sup-
porting the 3D image display, if one of right and left view
images is encoded and transmitted according to a back-
ward compatible method, the 2D broadcast receiver rec-
ognizes and outputs only the corresponding signal, such
that it may be possible for a user to view the correspond-
ing content data through the related device. In the follow-
ing description, a base layer image of a time point where
content data is transferred for a legacy broadcast receiv-
er may be referred to as base view video data (or a base
video), and an extended layer image transferred for dis-
playing a 3D image may be referred to as extended view
video data (or an extended video).
[0039] In the case of transferring the base view video
data and the extended view video data as described
above, a legacy 2D broadcast receiver receives the base
video data so that it can display a 2D image, and a 3D
broadcast receiver receives base view video data and
extended view video data so that it can display a 3D im-
age.
[0040] In the case of displaying 3D content, a plurality

of subtitles may be displayed on a screen according to
the characteristics of the 3D content or the use of a sub-
title. In this case, the plurality of subtitles may have the
same depth on a broadcast screen or may have different
depths in order to efficiently provide a 3D effect.
[0041] For example, in the case where a plurality of
actors appears and a plurality of actors simultaneously
speaks their parts in 3D content, the parts are displayed
as a 3D subtitle so as to provide an effect different from
that of a 2D environment. That is, the depths of the sub-
titles representing the parts of the actors may be differ-
ently set according to the depths of the actors on one
screen.
[0042] As another example, while a subtitle such as a
broadcast station’s logo displayed on an upper right side
of a broadcast screen may be displayed at a depth closer
to viewers than the depth of 3D content representing a
3D effect, the subtitle associated with the 3D content may
be displayed at a depth relatively far apart from the view-
ers.
[0043] The term ’Subtitle’ in the following description
may include not only a subtitle but also displayed image,
text data, graphic image, logo, etc which are additionally
displayed to basic video data.
[0044] The broadcast system transmits subtitle data
as a variety of information of a subtitle. At this time, the
subtitle data may include not only subtitle display infor-
mation including configuration, size, position, etc. need-
ed for displaying a subtitle, but also information of a dis-
play color of a subtitle. The subtitle display information
includes display definition information associated with a
display window structure needed for displaying a subtitle,
page composition information, region composition infor-
mation, object data information, and the like. From the
viewpoint of a syntax structure for data transmission, dis-
play definition information may be referred to as a display
definition segment, page composition information may
be referred to as a page composition segment, region
composition information may be referred to as a region
composition segment, and object data information may
be referred to as an object data segment.
[0045] A related broadcast signal provides only basic
subtitle display information. Accordingly, when a 3D
broadcast receiver desires to display the basic subtitle
display information, the basic subtitle display information
may be represented by a 2D broadcast signal or may not
be displayed. Therefore, it is necessary to transmit infor-
mation capable of allowing even the subtitle display in-
formation to be displayed in a 3D format, and a broadcast
receiver capable of displaying subtitle data in a 3D format
using the above-mentioned information and a data
processing method thereof are needed.
[0046] In the case of displaying a stereoscopic image,
left view video data and right view video data are hori-
zontally shifted by a predetermined distance so as to im-
plement a 3D effect, and then displayed. At this time, a
variety of representation values (such as a shifted dis-
tance) capable of indicating the 3D effect may be used.
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In accordance with the embodiment of the present inven-
tion, a disparity value will hereinafter be used as such a
representation value of the 3D effect.
[0047] The 3D effect may be acquired from the process
in visual perception leading to the sensation of depth from
two slightly different projections of the world onto the ret-
inas of the eyes. The difference in the two retinal images
may be called horizontal disparity, retinal disparity, or
binocular disparity. Hereinafter, for convenience of de-
scription and better understanding of the present inven-
tion, the difference between the two retinal images will
only be referred to as ’disparity’.
[0048] For example, in the case of transmitting 3D vid-
eo data, respective scenes of the 3D video data may
have different 3D effects. In this case, disparity values
for corresponding scenes are transmitted to a broadcast
receiver, so that the broadcast receiver controls and dis-
plays the 3D effect using the disparity values. Although
other representation values (for example, a depth value,
a pixel interval, a screen size, etc.) instead of the above
disparity values may be used to display the 3D effect, it
should be noted that the embodiments of the present
invention will exemplarily use the disparity value for con-
venience of description and better understanding of the
present invention.
[0049] In the case of transmitting subtitle data using
the related broadcast transmission scheme, the 3D
broadcast receiver receives base view video data and
extended view video data and displays the received base
view video data and the received extended view video
data as 3D video data. However, the subtitle data has no
information for a 3D display, such that it has a disadvan-
tage in that it must display 3D video data as a 2D format.
In this case, the subtitle can be displayed only as base
view video data or an extended view video data, and a
user views the subtitle in a 2D format in a different way
from a 3D image, so that the user may experience dizzi-
ness and feel fatigue of eyes.
[0050] Accordingly, it is necessary to transmit both 3D
video data and information of a 3D effect to the related
subtitle data. In this way, the 3D effect information may
be inserted into the related subtitle display information
or it is possible to transmit additional subtitle display in-
formation.
[0051] As a method for transmitting a 3D subtitle
through a broadcast system, a method for respectively
transmitting a subtitle for a left view and a subtitle for a
right view may be used, similarly to a method for trans-
mitting a 3D image. As another method, a method for
transmitting one subtitle and a disparity value for a 3D
effect together may be used. Since the depth of the sub-
title is not frequently changed on a broadcast content
screen unlike an image and a change in depth within one
subtitle is unusual, the method for transmitting the subtitle
using the disparity value is advantageous in view of trans-
mission efficiency.
[0052] In order to transmit information associated with
disparity over a network, a method for transmitting infor-

mation associated with extended disparity of a subtitle
segment for providing display information associated
with the existing subtitle may be used. Such a method
disables a legacy receiver to receive/process the extend-
ed subtitle segment and enables the existing subtitle seg-
ment using the conventional method, thereby maintain-
ing compatibility with the conventional broadcast system
even in the case of providing a 3D subtitle.
[0053] The extended subtitle segment may be provid-
ed in the extension form of a display definition segment,
a page composition segment, a region composition seg-
ment or an object data segment. This extension form may
be referred to as an extended display definition segment,
an extended page composition segment, an extended
region composition segment or an extended object data
segment. As another example, a segment for providing
information associated with disparity may be defined to
be included in the subtitle segment. That is, information
added in association with disparity may be combined into
one segment so as to be defined in the extended display
definition segment, the extended page composition seg-
ment, the extended region composition segment or the
extended object data segment.
[0054] Such a subtitle segment may be processed by
a transmission unit similarly to the processing of the sub-
title segment in the conventional broadcast system and
may be transmitted to a broadcast receiver through a
broadcast signal.
[0055] FIG. 1 is a diagram showing the syntax of an
extended display definition segment according to an em-
bodiment of the present invention.
[0056] The extended display definition segment
(EDDS) according to the embodiment of the present in-
vention includes information defining graphic plane as-
sociated information added for rendering a subtitle in a
3DTV. The EDDS may provide information to prevent a
phenomenon wherein an object of a 3D video and a
graphic plane overlap thus hindering a stereoscopic ef-
fect when a subtitling service for a stereoscopic video
broadcast is provided.
[0057] The EDDS may include display definition infor-
mation corresponding to an extended view. At this time,
in one embodiment of the present invention, a page_id
value is set to be equal to a page_id value of a DDS
corresponding to a base view. A segment_type field may
have a value for identifying the EDDS.
[0058] Fields included in the EDDS will now be de-
scribed.
[0059] Sync_byte is an 8-bit field that shall be coded
with the value ’0000 1111’. Inside a PES packet, decod-
ers can use the sync_byte to verify synchronization when
parsing segments based on the segment_length, so as
to determine transport packet loss.
[0060] The segment_type field indicates the type of
data contained in the segment data field. For example,
the segment_type field identifies whether a segment in-
cluding this field is a display definition segment, a page
composition segment, a region composition segment, an
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object data segment, an extended display definition seg-
ment, an extended page composition segment, an ex-
tended region composition segment, an extended object
data segment or a separately defined disparity associat-
ed segment.
[0061] The page_id identifies the subtitle service of the
data contained in this subtitling_segment. Segments with
a page_id value signaled in the subtitling descriptor as
the composition page id, carry subtitling data specific for
one subtitle service. Accordingly, segments with the
page_id signaled in the subtitling descriptor as the ancil-
lary page id, carry data that may be shared by multiple
subtitle services.
[0062] The segment_length shall specify the number
of bytes contained in the immediately following payload
of segment
[0063] The edds_version_number field indicates the
version of the extended DDS.
[0064] The display_width field indicates the maximum
horizontal width in pixels of a display assumed by a sub-
titling stream associated with the extended DDS.
[0065] The display_height field indicates the maximum
vertical height in lines of the display in lines of a display
assumed by the subtitling stream associated with the ex-
tended DDS.
[0066] The display_shift_type field specifies a method
for outputting a graphic/subtitle for a left view and a graph-
ic/subtitle for a right view. More particularly, this field pro-
vides information indicating based on which of the left
view and the right view a disparity value of a subtitle is
applied. In this case, disparity may be applied to any one
of the left view and the right view or disparity information
may be symmetrically applied to the left view and the
right view.
[0067] Although the meaning of the value of the
display_shift_type field according to one embodiment of
the present invention is defined in the following descrip-
tion, the definition of each value is not limited and the
meaning of each value may be changed.
[0068] If the value of the display_shift_type field is set
to "00", the position of the graphic/subtitle for the left view
in a process of blending the left and right view graphic
planes for a 3D subtitle output is not changed. That is,
information associated with a subtitle transmitted through
a display definition segment (DDS), a page composition
segment (PCS), etc. is used as information associated
with a subtitle of the left view. At this time, the right view
may be shifted from the position of the graphic/subtitle
for the base view (e.g., left view) by a value designated
in the reference_disparity so as to be output.
[0069] If the value of the display_shift_type field is set
to "01", the right view graphic plane uses a conventional
2D coordinate or an originally intended coordinate and a
subtitle to be output on the left view graphic plane is shift-
ed to the right by the reference_disparity. In this case,
the right view may become a base view and the left view
may become an extended view such that the reference_
disparity value is applied to the left view.

[0070] If the value of the display_shift_type field is set
to "10", a subtitle to be output on the left view graphic
plane is shifted to the right by (reference_disparity/2) and
a subtitle to be output on the right view graphic plane is
shifted to the left by (reference_disparity/2) so as to be
output.
[0071] More specifically, to ensure that subtitles are
placed at the correct depth and horizontal location the
disparity shift values signalled shall be applied symmet-
rically to each view and by implication any object bounded
in the each view. A positive disparity shift value x shall
result in a shift of x pixels to the left in the left subtitle
image and a shift of x pixels to the right in the right subtitle
image. A negative disparity shift value x shall result in a
shift of x pixels to the right in the left subtitle image and
a shift of x pixels to the left in the right subtitle image.
[0072] The reference_disparity field indicates an ab-
solute value of disparity between subtitles included in the
left and right images. That is, since the disparity value
may have a positive value or a negative value, only the
absolute value of the disparity is signaled in this field.
[0073] The broadcast receiver may infer a range which
does not overlap a stereoscopic image signal of a 3DTV
when outputting an OSD, graphic or subtitle at certain
coordinates using this value. That is, the OSD, graphic
or subtitle is preferably positioned at a position closer to
a user than the stereoscopic image signal of the 3DTV.
[0074] In one embodiment of the present invention, if
all stereoscopic image signals of the 3DTV are formed
behind the screen (display) (positive disparity only), the
reference_disparity may be set to 0.
[0075] FIG. 2 is a diagram showing the syntax of an
extended page composition segment according to an
embodiment of the present invention.
[0076] Referring to FIG. 2, the page composition seg-
ment (PCS) includes information of constituent compo-
nents of a displayed subtitle. The PCS may include us-
age- and positioning- information of at least one region
constructing the displayed page. In accordance with one
embodiment of the present invention, the extended PCS
(EPCS) shown in FIG. 2 is transmitted, such that the re-
ceiver can control an output of a subtitle at an extended
view.
[0077] The sync_byte field, the segment_type field, the
page_id field and the segment_length field are similar to
the above-described fields of the EDDS.
[0078] The page_time_out specifies the period, ex-
pressed in seconds, after which a page instance is no
longer valid and consequently shall be erased from the
screen, should it not have been redefined before that.
The time-out period starts when the page instance is first
displayed. The page_time_out value applies to each
page instance until its value is redefined. The purpose
of the time-out period is to avoid a page instance remain-
ing on the screen "for ever" if the Integrated Receiver
Decoder (IRD) happens to have missed the redefmition
or deletion of the page instance. The time-out period does
not need to be counted very accurately by the IRD: a
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reaction accuracy of -0/+5 s is accurate enough.
[0079] The page_version_number indicates version of
this page composition segment. When any of the con-
tents of this page composition segment change, this ver-
sion number is incremented.
[0080] The page_state signals the status of the subti-
tling page instance described in this page composition
segment.
[0081] The processed_length is the number of bytes
from the field(s) within the while-loop that have been proc-
essed by the decoder.
[0082] The corresponding_region_id field identifies a
region to which the EPCS is applied. The corresponding_
region_id field may designate the id of a corresponding
region among the regions defined in the PCS.
[0083] A plurality of regions may be present on one
page and a subtitle displayed in each region may be
present. At this time, the corresponding_region_id field
defines with which region a specific subtitle is associated.
[0084] The region_shift_type field differently defines
the method of outputting the graphic/subtitle for the left
view and the graphic/subtitle for the right view in region
units. That is, the region_shift_type field serves to provide
information regarding the above-described display_
shift_type in region units.
[0085] Hereinafter, definition according to the value of
the region_shift_type field will be described. As described
above, such definition is not limited to a specific value of
the region_shift_type field.
[0086] If the value of the region_shift_type field is set
to "00", the position of the graphic/subtitle for the left view
in a process of blending the left and right view graphic
planes for a 3D subtitle output is not changed. That is,
information received in the PCS, etc. may be used for
the left view without change. At this time, the subtitle of
the right view may be shifted from the position of the
graphic/subtitle for the base view (e.g., left view) by a
value designated in the region_disparity field so as to be
output.
[0087] If the value of the region_shift_type field is set
to "01", the right view graphic plane uses a 2D coordinate
or an originally intended coordinate and a subtitle to be
output on the left view graphic plane is shifted by the
value of the region_disparity field so as to be output. That
is, the subtitle for the left view is shifted based on the
right view.
[0088] If the value of the region_shift_type field is set
to "10", a subtitle to be output on the left view graphic
plane is shifted to the right by (region_disparity/2) and a
subtitle to be output on the right view graphic plane is
shifted to the left by (region_disparity/2) so as to be out-
put. In this case, the application of the region_disparity
value is similar to the above description of the display_
shift_type field.
[0089] If the value of the region_shift_type field is set
to "11 ", a coordinate to be output to the base view is
fixed to a region_horizontal_address regardless of the
left/right and a coordinate to be output to the extended

view is fixed to a region-disparity value.
[0090] The region_disparity field means a difference
between the horizontal coordinates of the base view and
the extended view with respect to the corresponding
region_id (corresponding_region_id). That is, the region-
disparity field indicates an absolute value of disparity be-
tween the left and right images to be applied to the cor-
responding region.
[0091] FIG. 3 is a diagram showing a display position
of a subtitle according to the display_shift_type field ac-
cording to an embodiment of the present invention.
[0092] A receiver must output graphic planes corre-
sponding to two views configuring a stereoscopic video,
that is, a base view and an extended view, in order to
output a 3D subtitle.
[0093] The receiver identifies basic information of the
graphic plane to which an OSD, graphic, subtitle, etc. is
output using the DDS. The receiver also identifies the
depth information of the graphic plane using the EDDS.
[0094] Since a reference disparity value is signaled
through the EDDS, all different subtitle regions in a
screen have the same disparity (depth). In this case, a
reference disparity value may be used as a default dis-
parity value which may be used by a receiver which can-
not apply different disparities according to regions or sub-
regions. Alternatively, disparity values slightly different
from the reference disparity value may be set using an
algorithm of the receiver.
[0095] The receiver according to the embodiment of
the present invention receives a DDS and identifies size
information of the graphic plane and offset information in
the entire screen. At this time, if the DDS is not present,
the graphic plane of the SD resolution (720x576) is an-
alyzed in one embodiment of the present invention.
[0096] The receiver receives a PCS and identifies in-
formation regarding a page and position information of
each region included in the page.
[0097] The receiver may acquire information regarding
an object configuring a region, information regarding an
actual bit-map object and color information necessary to
render subtitle graphic data using a Region Composition
Segment (RCS), an Object Definition Segment (ODS)
and a Color Look-up Table (CLUT).
[0098] The receiver identifies a reference disparity val-
ue using the EDDS, for a 3D subtitle.
[0099] Each subtitle region is output to the graphic
plane corresponding to the base view and the extended
view. At this time, the disparity applied to the subtitle is
shown in FIG. 3. That is, a determination as to whether
the base view and the extended view are respectively
the left view and the right view, a determination as to
which graphic plane (left or right) the reference disparity
is applied according to the disparity_shift_type field or a
determination as to at which coordinate a subtitle is po-
sitioned is made. The shift (offset) degree of the coordi-
nate uses the reference_disparity field of the EDDS.
[0100] The subtitles which are output to the left and
right graphic planes and are displayed in regions with a
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3D effect in correspondence with each other are the same
and an offset therebetween is present in the output co-
ordinates of the images.
[0101] As shown in FIG. 3, if the value of the display_
shift_type field is set to "00", the subtitle of the left view
may be positioned based on the region_horizontal_ad-
dress and the subtitle of the right view may be positioned
based on the value considering the reference_disparity
value in the region_horizontal_address.
[0102] If the value of the display_shift_type is set to
"01", the subtitle of the right view may be positioned
based on the region_horizontal_address and the subtitle
of the left view may be positioned based on the value
considering the reference_disparity value in the region_
horizontal_address.
[0103] If the value of the display_shift_type is set to
"10", the left view and the right view may be positioned
based on the value considering 1/2 of the reference_
disparity value in the regrion_horizontal_address. Alter-
natively, the reference_disparity value may be used as
the shift value of the left view and the right view in the
region_horizontal_address.
[0104] According to one embodiment of the present
invention, even when an OSD screen such an EPG,
graphic or menu is output in a 3DTV, the reference dis-
parity received through the EDD may be used. At this
time, as shown in FIG. 3, the coordinates of data output
on the left and right graphic planes may be controlled
and, if an OSD screen exceeds the range of a full screen,
adequate cropping and scaling may be necessary.
[0105] The receiver may prepare EPG, graphic, icon
and menu data to be output on the screen and determine
a fmal offset (shift) value using the reference_disparity
just before output. If the OSD screen exceeds the range
of the full screen, a region protruding from the screen
occurs by reference disparity. This region may be simply
cropped and output.
[0106] If an important or meaningful portion is excluded
during cropping, scaling must be performed before crop-
ping. That is, if an offset value is D when graphic data
having a horizontal size of 1920 is output, a region cor-
responding to D is lost in an output process. At this time,
in one embodiment of the present invention, a method
of applying a scaling factor of (1920)/(1920+D) to an en-
tire graphic screen and outputting left and right graphic
data may be used. If scaling is performed, cropping is
not necessary, but, if cropping is necessary, cropping
may also be performed.
[0107] FIG. 4 is a diagram showing a display position
of a subtitle of the region_shift_type according to an em-
bodiment of the present invention.
[0108] The case where the value of the region_shift_
type is set to "00", "01" or "10" is similar to the case where
the value of the display_shift_type is set to "00", "01" or
"10", a description thereof will be omitted.
[0109] If the value of the region_shift_type is "11 ", the
left view and the right view are not distinguished and the
subtitle of the base view is positioned based on the

region_horizontal_address and the subtitle of the extend-
ed view is positioned using the region_disparity value.
At this time, the region_disparity value may not be defied
as the offset value but may be defined as the coordinates
where the subtitle of the extended view will be positioned.
[0110] As described above, if an EPCS is used to sig-
nal the disparity value of a subtitle, since the coordinates
of the extended view may be designated for each region,
each subtitle region may have an independent disparity
(depth).
[0111] A process of displaying a 3D subtitle using an
EPCS will now be described.
[0112] The coordinates of the subtitle region are de-
termined through the same process as a 2D subtitle and
the disparity values of the left and right graphic planes
of each region are identified using the region_disparity_
value of the EPCS.
[0113] Each subtitle region is output on the graphic
plane corresponding to the base view or the extended
view. At this time, the final coordinates of the subtitle
included in each base view or extended view are deter-
mined using the method shown in FIG. 4. That is, a de-
termination as to whether the base view and the extended
view are respectively the left view and the right view, a
determination as to on which graphic plane (left or right)
a base subtitle and a subtitle with an offset are output
according to the disparity_shift_type, or at which coordi-
nates the subtitle is positioned is made. The shift (offset)
degree of the coordinates may use the region_disparity_
value of the corresponding region.
[0114] The EDDS may not be present. In this case, a
reference disparity which may be used when an OSD
screen such as EPG, graphic or menu is output is not
present. In this case, the receiver may select a maximum
absolute value among the region_disparity values of the
region which is currently displayed and may randomly
use the maximum absolute value as the reference dis-
parity value.
[0115] A procedure of processing a 3D subtitle in a
receiver according to an embodiment of the present in-
vention will now be described.
[0116] The receiver receives a broadcast stream. The
broadcast stream includes service information. The re-
ceiver parses a Program Map Table (PMT) in the service
information.
[0117] The receiver parses the subtitling_descriptor
within the parsed PMT and determines whether a 3D
subtitle of specific 3D content is present using the
subtitling_type field of the subtitling_descriptor. At this
time, if it is determined that the 3D subtitle of the specific
3D content is present, information indicating that the 3D
subtitle of the specific 3D content is present may be dis-
played on the screen through OSD, etc. such that a view-
er selects the 3D subtitle.
[0118] The receiver identifies a packet for transmitting
a segment including subtitle-associated information in-
cluded in the broadcast stream. For example, if a PES
packet having a data_identifier field value of 0x20 and a
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subtitle_stream_id value of 0x00 is identified and the seg-
ment associated with signaling of the subtitle in the pack-
et is parsed.
[0119] At this time, the receiver may determine the type
of the segment using the value of the segment_type field.
[0120] For example, the segment is a page composi-
tion segment for the base view if the value of the
segment_type field is 0x10, is a region composition seg-
ment for the base view if the value of the segment_type
field is 0x11, is a CLUT definition segment for both the
base view and the extended view if the value of the
segment_type field is 0x12, is an object data segment
for the base view if the value of the segment_type field
is 0x13, is a display definition segment for the base view
if the value of the segment_type field is 0x14, is a page
composition segment for the extended view if the value
of the segment_type field is 0x40, is a region composition
segment for the extended view if the value of the
segment_type field is 0x41, is an object data segment
for the extended view if the value of the segment_type
field is 0x43, and is a display definition segment for the
extended view if the value of the segment_type field is
0x44.
[0121] The receiver may acquire display information
of the subtitle for the base view using the DDS and/or
PCS. In addition, the receiver may decode pixel-data_
sub-block data included in the object data segment
(ODS) and acquire a pseudo-color value of a logo or a
subtitle to be output on the base view graphic plane. In
addition, the pseudo-color may be converted into color
information to be actually output on the display using the
CLUT definition segment. That is, the color information
of the subtitle to be output on the base view graphic plane
may be acquired.
[0122] Next, the receiver identifies display information
such as the size, the position, the object configuration
information of the subtitle for the extended view using
the EDDS and/or EPCS. At this time, the coordinates of
the subtitle positioned in the base view and the extended
view may be corrected by the display_shift_type or the
region_shift_type. In this process, in the embodiment of
the present invention, when the coordinates of the sub-
title are determined at each region level, information re-
garding the EPCS may be set to be prior to information
regarding the EDDS. That is, when a conflict occurs in
the disparity_shift_type or disparity value, the information
regarding the EPCS may override the information regard-
ing the EDDS.
[0123] FIG. 5 is a diagram showing the syntax of an
extended object disparity segment according to an em-
bodiment of the present invention.
[0124] According to one embodiment of the present
invention, disparity information may be differently applied
according to regions included in a 3D image or according
to sub-regions or objects in a region. Additional informa-
tion may be included in an extended object disparity seg-
ment (EODS) or in a newly defined segment for providing
information associated with disparity.

[0125] The ODS may include data of a plurality of dis-
played objects. In one embodiment of the present inven-
tion, an EODS shown in FIG. 5 is transmitted, so that a
receiver can control an output of a subtitle at an extended
view.
[0126] The sync_byte field, the segment_type field, the
page_id field and the segment_length field are similar to
the above-described EDDS.
[0127] The disparity_version_number field identifies
version/update information of the EODS.
[0128] The region_id field identifies a region in a page
and the object_id field identifies an object included in a
region.
[0129] The target_view_position field may indicate
based on which view a 3D subtitle to which disparity is
applied is implemented using information regarding the
object disparity segment. For example, in the case where
a horizontal address calculated using the conventional
2D subtitle scheme is N, the base view and the extended
view respectively become N and N + object_disparity_
value, if the value of this field is "0". In contrast, if the
value of this field is "1", the horizontal addresses of the
objects of the base view and the extended view respec-
tively have N - object_disparity_value and N.
[0130] The object_disparity_value field means a dis-
parity value between an object applied to the target_
view_position and an object applied to another view po-
sition and this value indicates the horizontal displace-
ment of the corresponding subtitle object between the
left and right views.
[0131] The disparity determined by the target_view_
position field and the object_view_position field may be
applied to the object identified by the region_id field and
the object_id field.
[0132] A process of applying disparity to each object
and displaying a 3D subtitle in a receiver will now be
described. The following process is only exemplary and
may be partially changed or omitted. Alternatively, some
steps may be added to the following process.
[0133] The receiver receives a broadcast stream. The
broadcast stream includes service information. The re-
ceiver parses a Program Map Table (PMT) contained in
the service information.
[0134] The receiver parses a subtitling_descriptor
within the PMT and determines whether a 3D subtitle of
specific 3D content is present using a subtitling_type field
of the subtitling_descriptor. If it is determined that the 3D
subtitle of the specific 3D content is present, information
indicating that the 3D subtitle of the specific 3D content
is present may be displayed on the screen through OSD,
etc. such that a viewer selects the display of the 3D sub-
title.
[0135] The receiver identifies a packet for transmitting
a segment including subtitle-associated information in-
cluded in the broadcast stream. For example, a PES
packet having a data_identifier field value of 0x20 and a
subtitle_stream_id value of 0x00 is identified and a seg-
ment associated with signaling of the subtitle in the pack-
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et is parsed.
[0136] At this time, the receiver may determine the type
of the segment using a segment_type field value.
[0137] For example, the receiver may determine that
the segment is a page composition segment for the base
view if the value of the segment_type field is 0x10, that
the segment is a region definition segment for the base
view if the value of the segment_type field is 0x11, that
the segment is a CLUT definition segment for the extend-
ed view if the value of the segment_type field is 0x12,
that the segment is an object data segment for the base
view if the value of the segment_type field is 0x13, that
the segment is a display definition segment for the base
view if the value of the segment_type field is 0x14, and
that the segment is an object data segment for the ex-
tended view if the value of the segment_type field is 0x43.
[0138] The receiver identifies a region and object to
which the 3D subtitle is applied, using a region_id field
and an object_id field included in the EODS.
[0139] The receiver may acquire display information
of the subtitle for the base view using the DDS and/or
PCS. The receiver may decode pixel-data_sub-block in-
cluded in the object data segment (ODS) and acquire a
pseudo-color value of a logo or subtitle to be output on
the base view graphic plane. In addition, the pseudo-
color may be converted into color information to be ac-
tually output on the display using the CLUT definition
segment. That is, the color information of the subtitle to
be output on the base view graphic plane may be ac-
quired.
[0140] Next, position information indicating where the
already decoded object will be output on the extended
view graphic plane is identified using the object_
disparity_value included in the EODS. The receiver de-
termines the coordinates of the 3D subtitle in each view
plane using the target_view_position information and
performs 3D formatting of two graphic planes, thereby
outputting a 3D graphic/subtitle/logo.
[0141] FIG. 6 shows a syntax structure of an extended
Display Definition Segment (DDS) acting as extended
subtitle display information according to one embodiment
of the present invention.
[0142] The DDS includes display width information
and display height information of a TV image in which a
DVB subtitle is rendered. In other words, the DDS indi-
cates a display size of a video image including a subtitle
stream to be displayed. In one embodiment of the present
invention, an extended DDS (DDS_EXT) shown in FIG.
6 is transmitted, so that a receiver can control an output
of a subtitle at an extended view.
[0143] Individual fields of the extended DDS shown in
FIG. 6 are as follows.
[0144] A ’dds_version_number’ field may indicate a
version of the extended DDS.
[0145] A ’display_window_flag’ field may indicate
whether a subtitle display set associated with the extend-
ed DDS is intended to be rendered in a window within
the display size defined by ’display_width’ and ’display_

height’ fields or to be rendered directly within the display
size defined by ’display_width’ and ’display_height’
fields.
[0146] A ’display_width’ field may indicate a maximum
horizontal width in pixels of a display assumed by a sub-
titling stream associated with the extended DDS.
[0147] A ’display_height’ field may indicate a maxi-
mum vertical height in lines of a display in lines of a dis-
play assumed by a subtitling stream associated with the
extended DDS.
[0148] A ’display_window_horizontal_position_mini-
mum’ field may indicate a left-hand most pixel of a subtitle
display set with reference to a left-hand most pixel of a
display.
[0149] A ’display_window_horizontal_position_maxi-
mum’ field may indicate a right-hand most pixel of a sub-
title display set with reference to a left-hand most pixel
of a display.
[0150] A ’display_window_vertical_position_mini-
mum’ field may indicate an upper most line of a subtitle
display set with reference to a top line of a display.
[0151] A ’display_window_vertical_position_maxi-
mum’ field may indicate a bottom line of a subtitle display
set with reference to a top line of a display.
[0152] The above-mentioned fields may be pre-con-
tained in the DDS, and then be transmitted. In this case,
information of the same or duplicated fields having been
transmitted in the DDS is omitted and as such only the
following information may be transmitted.
[0153] A ’page_id’ field may indicate an identifier (ID)
of a page on which a subtitle is displayed. In case of a
’page_id’ value, the subtitle will be displayed on the same
page at a base view and an extended view, so that the
’page_id’ value may be identical to a ’page_id’ value of
a DDS corresponding to the base view, and then be trans-
mitted.
[0154] A ’segment_type’ field may have a value differ-
ent from a related DDS value (e.g., 0x14), and must have
a specific value (e.g., 0x44) capable of identifying an ex-
tended DDS.
[0155] A ’target_view_position’ field may indicate a
view position to which the extended DDS is applied. In
other words, the ’target_view_position’ field indicates
viewpoint information for displaying a stereoscopic sub-
title. For example, if the subtitle display of a correspond-
ing extended DDS is applied to a left image, the ’target_
view_position’ field may be set to a value of ’0’. If the
subtitle display of a corresponding extended DDS is ap-
plied to a right image, the ’target_view_position’ field may
be set to a value of ‘1’.
[0156] A ’minimum_disparity_value’ field may indicate
a minimum value of a disparity capable of being repre-
sented by a left image and a right image. The lower the
disparity value of the ’minimum_disparity_value’ field
(i.e., the closer the disparity value of the ’minimum_
disparity_value’ field is to a negative value), the image
forming position gradually moves to the front of the
screen.
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[0157] A ’maximum_disparity_value’ field may indi-
cate a maximum value of a disparity value capable of
being represented by a left image and a right image. The
higher the disparity value of the ’maximum_disparity_val-
ue’ field (i.e., the closer the disparity value of the
’maximum_disparity_value’ field is to a positive value),
the image forming position gradually moves to the interior
of the screen.
[0158] The extended DDS may define the range of a
disparity value capable of being allocated when a subtitle
is displayed through the ’minimum_disparity_value’ field
1040 and the ’maximum_disparity_value’ field.
[0159] As described above, in association with the
DDS, the extended DDS includes not only viewpoint al-
location information for individual subtitles, but also 3D
effect information (i.e., disparity values), such that a re-
ceiver can display a subtitle having the 3D effect.
[0160] FIG. 7 shows a syntax structure of an extended
Page Composition Segment (PCS) acting as extended
subtitle display information according to one embodiment
of the present invention.
[0161] Referring to FIG. 7, the PCS includes informa-
tion of constituent components of a displayed subtitle.
The PCS may include usage- and positioning- informa-
tion of at least one region constructing the displayed
page. In accordance with one embodiment of the present
invention, the extended PCS (PCS_EXT) shown in FIG.
7 is transmitted, such that the receiver can control an
output of a subtitle at an extended view.
[0162] Individual fields of the extended PCS shown in
FIG. 7 are as follows.
[0163] A ’page_id’ field may indicate an identifier (ID)
of a page on which a subtitle is displayed. In case of a
’page_id’ value, the subtitle will be displayed on the same
page at a base view and an extended view, so that the
’page_id’ value may be identical to a ’page_id’ value of
a DDS corresponding to the base view, and then be trans-
mitted.
[0164] A ’page_time_out’ field may indicate a period,
expressed in seconds, after which a page instance is no
longer valid and consequently shall be erased from the
screen, should it not have been redefined before that.
[0165] A ’page_version_number’ field may indicate a
version of the extended PCS.
[0166] A ’page_state’ field may indicate a status of a
subtitling page instance described in the extended PCS.
[0167] A ’region_id’ field may indicate a unique identi-
fication of a region within a page. The ’region_id’ field
may display a subtitle in the same region at the base view
and the extended view, such that it is identical to a
’region_id’ value of a PCS corresponding to the base
view and then transmitted.
[0168] A ’region_horizontal_address’ field indicates a
horizontal address of a top left pixel of this region. The
left-most pixel of the active pixels has a horizontal ad-
dress of zero, and the pixel address increases from left
to right.
[0169] A ’region_vertical_address’ field may indicate

a vertical address of a top line of this region. The top line
of the frame is a line of zero, and the line address in-
creases by one within the frame from top to bottom.
[0170] A ’target_view_position’ field may indicate a
view position at which the extended PCS is applied. That
is, the ’target_view_position’ field may indicate viewpoint
information for displaying a stereoscopic subtitle. For ex-
ample, if a subtitle display of a corresponding extended
PCS is applied to a left image, the ’target_view_position’
field may be set to a value of ‘0’. If a subtitle display of a
corresponding extended PCS is applied to a right image,
the ’target_view_position’ field may be set to a value of F.
[0171] A ’region_disparity_value’ field may indicate a
disparity between a first region applied to the left image
and a second region applied to the right image. The
’region_disparity_value’ field may indicate a horizontal
displacement of other view on the basis of a target view.
In the case of transmitting a value of ’region_disparity_
value’ field, a ’region_horizontal_address’ field and a
’region_vertical_address’ field may be redundant, so that
the redundant fields may be omitted as necessary.
[0172] For example, it is assumed that the ’target_
view_positon’ field of the extended PCS has a value of
1, the ’region_disparity_value’ field has a value of 20,
and the ’region_horizontal_address’ field has a value of
N. In this case, a subtitle for the extended PCS is dis-
played as a right image, and a subtitle for the PCS is
displayed as a left image. In this case, the horizontal po-
sition of the subtitle displayed on the left image is ’N’, the
horizontal position of the subtitle displayed on the right
image is ’N-20’, so that a binocular parallax is generated
in response to a difference in horizontal positions be-
tween the left image and the right image, resulting in the
occurrence of a 3D effect.
[0173] Configuration of subtitle display information for
displaying a stereoscopic subtitle in accordance with one
embodiment of the present invention and a method for
processing the subtitle display information will hereinaf-
ter be described.
[0174] The configuration and process of a Display Def-
inition Segment (DDS) and a Page Composition Seg-
ment (PCS) for displaying a stereoscopic subtitle accord-
ing to one embodiment of the present invention will here-
inafter be described.
[0175] In order to allow a receiver to display a stereo-
scopic subtitle, the receiver must receive subtitle infor-
mation of two views, i.e., one subtitle information for a
base view and the other subtitle information for an ex-
tended view. A transmission system can transmit a DDS
and a PCS for the base view and the extended DDS and
the extended PCS for the extended view.
[0176] In this case, in the case where a value incapable
of being recognized by a related 2D broadcast receiver
is established in a segment type of each of the extended
DDS and the extended PCS, and is then transmitted, the
related 2D broadcast receiver discards the extended
DDS and the extended PCS, and controls a subtitle dis-
play using the DDS and the PCS. The 3D broadcast re-
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ceiver controls a subtitle display for the base view using
the DDS and the PCS, and controls a subtitle display for
the extended view using the extended DDS and the ex-
tended PCS, so that it can display a subtitle having the
3D effect.
[0177] Next, the configuration and process of a Region
Composition Segment (RCS) for displaying a stereo-
scopic display according to another embodiment of the
present invention will hereinafter be described.
[0178] The RCS may include information about a list
of displayed objects and information about positions of
the objects in the region. In the case of transmitting the
extended PCS, a segment type value incapable of being
analyzed by the related 2D broadcast receiver may be
established in the extended RCS corresponding to a re-
gion identifier (ID) contained in the extended PCS so as
to prevent operations of the related 2D broadcast receiv-
er from being affected, and the established segment type
value is then transmitted. In the case of transmitting the
extended RCS in accordance with one embodiment of
the present invention, the segment type value may be
set to ’0x41’. In this case, the extended RCS may have
the same structure as in the related RCS.
[0179] In addition, region composition information for
the extended view may be transmitted using the RCS
(i.e., segment type = 0x11) instead of using the extended
RCS. In this case, the region ID of this RCS is unavailable
in the received PCS, so that the related 2D broadcast
receiver can discard the above RCS.
[0180] The configuration and process of an Object Da-
ta Segment (ODS) for displaying a stereoscopic subtitle
according to another embodiment of the present inven-
tion will hereinafter be described in detail.
[0181] The RCS or the extended RCS includes object
information for constructing the region, and detailed in-
formation of a corresponding object may be contained in
the ODS and then be transmitted. In this case, in order
to prevent operations of the related 2D broadcast receiv-
er from being affected, the extended ODS for describing
a subtitle object for the extended view may be transmit-
ted. The extended ODS has the same structure as in the
related ODS, and may be assigned another segment type
value (e.g., 0x43) different from that of the related ODS
and then be transmitted.
[0182] In addition, object information for the extended
view may be transmitted using the related ODS instead
of using the extended ODS. In this case, the object ID of
the received ODS is unavailable, so that the related 2D
broadcast receiver can discard the above ODS.
[0183] In accordance with one embodiment of the
present invention, a variety of combinations may be con-
structed according to configurations of the above-men-
tioned ’DDS_EXT’, ’PCS_EXT’ ’RCS_EXT’ (or ’RCS’),
and ’ODS_EXT’ (or ’ODS’) and methods for transmitting
these segments. That is, the ‘DDS_EXT’, ‘PCS_EXT’,
’RCS_EXT’, and ’ODS_EXT’ are not constructed to have
the same 3D effect, and are constructed to have different
3D effects. For example, different disparity values may

be assigned to the ’DDS_EXT’, ’PCS_EXT’, ’RCS_EXT’,
and ’ODS_EXT’. As a result, a variety of 3D subtitle com-
binations which have different 3D effects according to
pages, regions, and objects of individual subtitles can be
displayed.
[0184] According to another embodiment of the
present invention, the broadcast receiver receives a DVB
broadcast stream, and extracts subtitle data from the re-
ceived broadcast stream. In more detail, the broadcast
receiver parses a Program Map Table (PMT) from the
DVB broadcast stream, obtains a PID value of a stream
having a stream type (stream_type = 0x06), and receives
a Packet Elementary Stream (PES) corresponding to a
DVB subtitle. In this case, the broadcast receiver can
obtain basic information of a subtitle from the PMT. In
accordance with one embodiment of the present inven-
tion, the broadcast receiver determines whether current
data is a 3D subtitle by referring to a ’subtitling type’ field
of a ’subtitling_descriptor’ field contained in the PMT, so
that it can inform a user of information about the availa-
bility or non-availability of a 3D subtitle. The broadcast
receiver reads a PES packet, which has a value ’0x20’
of a ’data_identifier’ field and a value ’0x00’ of a ’subtitle_
stream_id’ value, so that it can extract subtitle data using
the read PES packet.
[0185] The broadcast receiver performs section-filter-
ing of the extracted subtitle data. The broadcast receiver
performs filtering of detailed information contained in
subtitle data, and outputs the filtered information to a cor-
responding buffer. In this case, the subtitle data may be
classified as follows according to values of the ’segment
type’ field.
[0186] 0x10 - Page Composition Segment (PCS) for
Base View
[0187] 0x11 - Region Composition Segment (RCS) for
Base View
[0188] 0x12 - CLUT definition segment for both Base
View and Extended View
[0189] 0x13 - Object Data Segment (ODS) for Base
View
[0190] 0x14 - Display Definition Segment (DDS) for
Base View
[0191] 0x40 - extended Page Composition Segment
(PCS_EXT) for Extended View
[0192] 0x41 - extended Region Composition Segment
(RCS_EXT) for Extended View
[0193] 0x43 - extended Object Data Segment (ODS_
EXT) for Extended View
[0194] 0x44 - extended Display Definition Segment
(DDS_EXT) for Extended View
[0195] The broadcast receiver decodes subtitle dis-
play information for a base view from the classified DDS,
PCS, RCS, and ODS. The broadcast receiver decodes
the DDS, the PCS, the RCS, and the DDS, so that it can
obtain size information of a subtitle to be displayed, po-
sition information of the subtitle, object configuration in-
formation, object’s unique information, and the like. In-
formation needed for the broadcast receiver to display a
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subtitle at a base view may also be called subtitle control
information.
[0196] The broadcast receiver decodes the ODS, and
parses a Color Look Up Table (CLUT), so that it deter-
mines subtitle display color information at a base view.
The broadcast receiver decodes ’pixel-data_sub-block’
data contained in the ODS, so that it can acquire a pseu-
do-color value of a subtitle to be displayed on a base
view graphic plane. The broadcast receiver parses the
CLUT, so that it can convert the pseudo-color value into
information of a color to be actually displayed.
[0197] The broadcast receiver decodes extended sub-
title display information for the extended view from the
extended DDS, the extended PCS, the extended RCS
(or RCS), and the extended ODS (or ODS). The broad-
cast receiver decodes the extended DDS, the extended
PCS, the extended RCS, and the extended ODS (or
ODS), so that it can recognize size information of a sub-
title to be displayed, position information of the subtitle,
object configuration information, object’s unique informa-
tion, and the like. Information needed for the broadcast
receiver to display a subtitle at the extended view may
also be referred to as extended subtitle control informa-
tion as necessary.
[0198] The broadcast receiver decodes the extended
ODS (or an ODS), and parses a CLUT, so that it deter-
mines subtitle display color information at a extended
view. The broadcast receiver decodes ’pixel-data_sub-
block’ data contained in the extended ODS (or an ODS),
so that it can acquire a pseudo-color value of a subtitle
to be displayed on the extended view graphic plane. The
broadcast receiver parses the CLUT, so that it can con-
vert the pseudo-color value into information of a color to
be actually displayed.
[0199] In a 3D display, a color of a left view subtitle
may be equal to a color of a right view subtitle. In this
case, the broadcast receiver may determine only once
the color information of a subtitle to be displayed, and
may use subtitle color information of other viewpoint by
reading the determined color information.
[0200] The broadcast receiver controls a subtitle for
the base view and a subtitle for the extended view ac-
cording to individual subtitle control information, and out-
puts the controlled subtitles. The broadcast receiver out-
puts the base view subtitle along with base view video
data according to subtitle control information and outputs
the extended view subtitle along with extended view vid-
eo data according to extended subtitle control informa-
tion, so that it can display a 3D subtitle.
[0201] In the above-mentioned steps, the step for
processing subtitle display information for a base view
subtitle and the other step for processing extended sub-
title display information of an extended view subtitle need
not always be carried out in the above order. If necessary,
subtitle display information for the extended view may be
first carried out, or subtitle display information for the base
view and subtitle display information for the extended
view may be simultaneously carried out.

[0202] FIG. 8 is a diagram showing the syntax of an
extended object definition segment according to another
embodiment of the present invention.
[0203] Since viewers may use various types of receiv-
ers but a broadcast signal is transmitted using the same
format, it is impossible to respectively transmit various
types of broadcast signals to the receivers. Therefore,
options for various receivers must be included in the
same broadcast signal.
[0204] According to the embodiment of the present in-
vention, disparity may be differently applied to a 3D sub-
title according to a plurality of regions belonging to one
page or according to sub-regions or objects belonging to
each region.
[0205] However, some receivers may not apply dis-
parity to the 3D subtitle according to regions, sub-regions
or objects. There is a need for a method of receiving
information associated with a 3D subtitle and processing
the information without error even at such receivers.
[0206] According to the present invention, a default
disparity value for such receivers may be transmitted
along with disparity information of each sub-region. Such
receivers may equally apply the default disparity value
to the entire region.
[0207] The description of each field included in the ex-
tended object definition segment according to another
embodiment of the present invention will now be de-
scribed. The sync_byte field, the segment_type field, the
page_id field, the region_id field and the segment_length
field are similar to the same fields included in the above-
described segment and a description thereof will be omit-
ted.
[0208] The subregion_version_number field indicates
version information.
[0209] The subregion_extent_flag field indicates
whether a sub-region is present in a region. That is, the
subregion_extent_flag field provides information indicat-
ing whether the region is divided into sub-regions. In one
embodiment of the present invention, if the value of the
subregion_extend_flag is "1", it is indicated that the re-
gion is not divided into sub-regions. That is, the region
includes only one sub-region.
[0210] The region_disparity_integer_part field indi-
cates an integer part of the disparity value of a specific
region.
[0211] The region_disparity_fractional_part field indi-
cates a fractional part of the disparity value of the specific
region.
[0212] According to the embodiment of the present in-
vention, if the subregion_extent_flag is "1 ", since the re-
gion does not include a plurality of sub-regions (that is,
the region includes only one sub-region), the disparity
value to be applied to the region is signaled. Accordingly,
the transmitter transmits the disparity value of the region
using the region_disparity_integer_part field and the
region_disparity_fractional_part field.
[0213] The subregion_id field identifies a sub-region.
The sub-region may be defined as a low-level region be-
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longing to the region. A plurality of sub-regions may be
present in the region. If only one sub-region is present in
the region, the region has the same meaning as the sub-
region.
[0214] The subregion_position_flag field indicates
whether position information of the sub-region is provid-
ed.
[0215] The region_disparity_flag field indicates wheth-
er the following fields, that is, the value of the subregion_
disparity_integer_part and/or the value of the subregion_
disparity_fractional_part field, are used as the disparity
value of the entire region. For example, if the region_
disparity_flag field is set to "1", the disparity value of the
following sub-region may be recognized as the default
disparity value of the page and/or the region. In this case,
the region_disparity_flag field for other sub-regions is set
to "0" and the disparity value of the sub-region is not
recognized as the default disparity value.
[0216] The subregion_horizontal_position field speci-
fies the left-hand most pixel position of this subregion.
This value shall always fall within the declared extent of
the region of which this is a subregion.
[0217] The subregion_width field specifies the hori-
zontal width of this subregion expressed in pixels. The
combination of subregion_horizontal_position and
subregion_width shall always fall within the declared ex-
tent of the region to which this refers.
[0218] The subregion_disparity_integer_part field in-
dicates an integer part of the disparity value applied to
the sub-region.
[0219] The subregion_disparity_fractional_part field
indicates a fractional part of the disparity value applied
to the sub-region.
[0220] The receiver may be largely divided into two
types, one is a receiver ("A type") in which one disparity
value may be applied to one region and/or page and the
other is a receiver ("B type") in which the disparity value
may be differently applied according to the sub-regions
and/or the objects in the region.
[0221] If the subregion_extent_flag is "1", since the re-
gion is not divided into sub-regions, the A-type and B-
type receiver can process the subtitle segment.
[0222] If the subregion_extent_flag is "0", since the
sub-region is present in the region, the B-type receiver
may apply the disparity value according to the sub-re-
gions using the above-described fields. Since the A-type
receiver may not apply the disparity value according to
a plurality of sub-regions, the default disparity value is
applied to the entire region. For example, if the value of
the region_disparity_flag is "1", the values of the following
fields, that is, the value of the subregion_disparity_
integer_part and/or the value of the subregion_disparity_
fractional_part field, are used as the default disparity val-
ue of the entire region.
[0223] A procedure of processing a 3D subtitle at a
receiver based on the above description will now be de-
scribed.
[0224] The receiver receives a broadcast stream. The

broadcast stream includes service information. The re-
ceiver parses a Program Map Table (PMT) in the service
information.
[0225] The receiver parses a subtitling_descriptor
within the parsed PMT and determines whether a 3D
subtitle of specific 3D content is present using a
subtitling_type field of the subtitling_descriptor. If it is de-
termined that the 3D subtitle of the specific 3D content
is present, information indicating that the 3D subtitle of
the specific 3D content is present may be displayed on
the screen through OSD, etc. such that a viewer selects
the display of the 3D subtitle.
[0226] The receiver identifies a packet for transmitting
a segment including subtitle-associated information in-
cluded in the broadcast stream. For example, a PES
packet having a data_identifier field value of 0x20 and a
subtitle_stream_id value of 0x00 is identified and a seg-
ment associated with signaling of the subtitle in the pack-
et is parsed.
[0227] At this time, the receiver may determine the type
of the segment using a segment_type field value.
[0228] For example, the receiver may determine that
the segment is a page composition segment for the base
view if the value of the segment_type field is 0x10, that
the segment is a region definition segment for the base
view if the value of the segment_type field is 0x11, that
the segment is a CLUT definition segment for the extend-
ed view if the value of the segment_type field is 0x12,,
that the segment is an object data segment for the base
view if the value of the segment_type field is 0x13, that
the segment is a display definition segment for the base
view if the value of the segment_type field is 0x14, and
that the segment is an object data segment for the ex-
tended view if the value of the segment_type field is 0x43.
[0229] The receiver identifies information regarding a
region in which the subtitle is displayed using the region_
id field and the subregion_id field included in the extend-
ed object data segment (EODS, ODS_EXT). In this case,
the region in which the subtitle is displayed may be de-
termined based upon position and width information of
each subregion-id.
[0230] The receiver identifies the size, position and ob-
ject configuration information of the subtitle for the base
view using the DDS, PCS and the region composition
segment (RCS), in order to decode the subtitle of the
region.
[0231] The receiver may decode pixel-data_sub-block
data included in the object data segment (ODS) and ac-
quire a pseudo-color value of a logo or subtitle to be out-
put on the base view graphic plane. In addition, the pseu-
do-color may be converted into color information to be
actually output on the display using the CLUT definition
segment. That is, the color information of the subtitle to
be output on the base view graphic plane may be ac-
quired.
[0232] The receiver calculates the region correspond-
ing to each sub-region of the already decoded region in
the extended view graphic plane using the disparity of
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each sub-region included in the ODS_EXT.
[0233] Additionally, the receiver corrects the coordi-
nates of each view plane of the 3D subtitle data using
the disparity of each sub-region and performs 3D format-
ting of two graphic planes, thereby outputting a 3D graph-
ic/subtitle/logo in the stereoscopic display.
[0234] If it is difficult to apply the display in sub-region
units, the sub-region having the region_disparity_flag
value of "1" is selected from among the sub-regions and
the disparity of the selected sub-region is applied to the
entire region.
[0235] FIG. 9 is a block diagram illustrating a decoding
block in a broadcast receiver for receiving and processing
3D subtitle data according to one embodiment of the
present invention.
[0236] Referring to FIG. 9, the broadcast receiver in-
cludes a demultiplexer (denoted by ’MPEG2 TS Demux
(PID filter)’) 6010, a section filter 6020, an Extended View
(EV) subtitle decoder 6030, a Base View (BV) subtitle
decoder 6040, a composition buffer 6050, a CLUT proc-
essor (denoted by ’CLUT’) 6060, an EV pixel buffer 6070,
a BV pixel buffer 6080, and a 3D graphics controller 6090.
[0237] In the broadcast receiver, a receiving unit (not
shown) receives a Moving Picture Expert Group 2 Trans-
port Stream (MPEG2 TS) including subtitle data, and the
demultiplexer 6010 performs filtering of the received
MPEG2 TS using a PID corresponding to subtitle data
so that it extracts and outputs subtitle data.
[0238] The section filter 6020 performs section-filtering
of subtitle data, so that it outputs PCS, PCS_EXT, RCS,
RCS_EXT, DDS, DDS_EXT, ODS, ODS_EXT, and
Color Look Up Table Definition Segment (CLUTDS) data.
[0239] In the following description, the demultiplexer
600 for extracting subtitle data from the received broad-
cast signal and the section filter 6020 for extracting and
outputting display information and CLUTDS of a subtitle
may be contained in one extraction unit as necessary.
[0240] In this case, PCS, RCS, DDS, ODS, PCS_EXT,
RCS_EXT, DDS_EXT, and ODS_EXT may be buffered
in the composition buffer 6050, and the buffered results
may be applied to the 3D graphics controller 6090. In
addition, PCS, RCS, DDS, and ODS may be applied to
the BV subtitle decoder 6040, and PCS_EXT, RCS_EXT,
DDS_EXT, and ODS_EXT may be applied to the EV sub-
title decoder 6030.
[0241] The CLUT processor 6060 precesses the
CLUTDS, so that it outputs display color information to
the BV pixel buffer 6080 and the EV pixel buffer 6070.
[0242] The BV subtitle decoder 6040 decodes PCS,
RCS, DDS, and ODS, so that it decodes subtitle data for
the base view and subtitle display information for the base
view and outputs the decoded subtitle data and the de-
coded subtitle display information to the BV pixel buffer
6080. The EV subtitle decoder 6030 decodes PCS_EXT,
RCS_EXT, DDS_EXT, and ODS_EXT, so that it decodes
subtitle data for the extended view and subtitle display
information for the extended view and outputs the decod-
ed subtitle data and the decoded subtitle display infor-

mation to the EV pixel buffer 6070.
[0243] The 3D graphic controller 6090 receives PCS,
RCS, DDS, ODS, PCS_EXT, RCS_EXT, DDS_EXT, and
ODS_EXT from the composition buffer 6050, and re-
ceives subtitle display information for the base view, ODS
and color information for the base view from the BV pixel
buffer 6080. The 3D graphics controller 6090 receives
subtitle display information for the extended view, ODS_
EXT and color information for the extended view from
the EV pixel buffer 6070. The 3D graphics controller 6090
reads the received information, so that it controls subtitles
of respective viewpoints and outputs the controlled sub-
titles.
[0244] In accordance with another embodiment of the
present invention, the BV subtitle decoder 6040 decodes
the ODS and the EV subtitle decoder 6030 decode the
ODS_EXT, so that the BV subtitle decoder 6040 and the
EV subtitle decoder 6030 acquire information of a dis-
played subtitle object. The 3D graphics controller 6090
receives coordinates-, size-, and configuration- informa-
tion (for example, PCS, RCS, DDS, PCS_EXT, RCS_
EXT, and DDS_EXT) of a displayed subtitle object, so
that it may control the 3D subtitle display using the re-
ceived information.
[0245] FIG. 10 is a block diagram showing a receiver
for receiving a digital broadcast signal according to an
embodiment of the present invention.
[0246] The receiver according to the embodiment of
the present invention includes a tuner & demodulator
10010, a VSB decoder 10020, a transport stream demul-
tiplexer (DEMUX) 10030, a video decoder 10040, a sec-
tion filter 10050, a subtitle decoder 10060, a graphic en-
gine 10070, an ODS processor 10080 and a formatter
10090.
[0247] The tuner & demodulator 10010 tunes to a
channel for transmitting a broadcast signal and demod-
ulates a signal.
[0248] The VSB decoder 10020 decodes a signal mod-
ulated using a VSB scheme. The VSB decoder may de-
code a signal modulated using a scheme other than the
VSB scheme according to a broadcast system.
[0249] The transport stream DEMUX 10030 demulti-
plexes transport stream data. For example, the transport
stream DEMUX 10030 may separate a signaling signal
and a video/audio signal.
[0250] The video decoder 10040 decodes the video
data demultiplexed from the transport stream data. In the
present invention, a 3D video elementary stream is de-
livered to the video decoder 10040. The video decoder
10040 decodes the 3D video elementary stream into 3D
video data.
[0251] The section filter 10050 serves to filter signaling
data for a 3D subtitle. That is, the section filter 10050
filters data such as DDS, EDDS (DDS_EXT), PCS, EPCS
(PCS_EXT), RCS, ERCS (RCS_EXT), ODS, EODS
(ODS_EXT), CLUTDS (Colour Look Up Table Definition
Segment), etc.
[0252] The subtitle decoder 10060 decodes signaling
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information for displaying a 3D subtitle. For example, the
subtitle decoder 10060 decodes disparity information for
the 3D subtitle. The section filter 10050 and the subtitle
decoder 10060 may be collectively referred to as an ex-
tracting unit.
[0253] The graphic engine 10070 generates a graphic
element associated with a subtitle using the signaling
information decoded by the subtitle decoder 10060. The
subtitle passing through the graphic engine 10070 is out-
put in 3D form. In addition, the graphic engine 10070
performs a series of control functions for displaying the
3D subtitle.
[0254] The OSD processor 10080 performs a series
of functions associated with the OSD processing of the
receiver. For example, the OSD processor 10080 may
generate left view and right view OSDs to which the dis-
parity value is applied, for applying a 3D effect to the
OSD. In addition, the OSD processor 10080 performs a
series of control functions for 3D OSD.
[0255] The formatter 10090 serves to format a combi-
nation of the 3D video data decoded by the video decoder
10040 and the 3D subtitle and/or the OSD processed by
the graphic engine 10070 and/or the OSD processor
10080. The formatted image includes a 3D video image,
a 3D subtitle and/or a 3D OSD. In addition, the formatter
10090 performs a series of control functions for display-
ing a 3D image.
[0256] FIG. 11 is a flowchart illustrating a method of
processing a 3D subtitle to be transmitted according to
an embodiment of the present invention.
[0257] A transmitter for transmitting a broadcast signal
encodes 3D video data for 3D content (s11010). The 3D
video data includes a left view image and a right view
image for the 3D image.
[0258] The transmitter generates signaling data in-
cluding a subtitle segment for signaling a 3D subtitle to
be displayed along with 3D content (s11020). The subtitle
segment includes information indicating a disparity value
applied to at least one sub-region included in a region.
The disparity is a difference between horizontal positions
of a pixel representing the same point in space in the
right and left view of the 3D image.
[0259] The transmitter transmits a broadcast signal in-
cluding the encoded 3D video data and the generated
signaling data (s11030).
[0260] Although the present invention has been de-
scribed in conjunction with the limited embodiments and
drawings, the present invention is not limited thereto.
Those skilled in the art will appreciate that various mod-
ifications, additions and substitutions are possible from
this description. Therefore, the scope of the present in-
vention should not be limited to the description of the
exemplary embodiments and should be determined by
the appended claims and their equivalents.

[Mode for Invention]

[0261] Various embodiments have been described in

the best mode for carrying out the invention.

[Industrial Applicability]

[0262] As described above, the present invention is
partially or wholly applied to a digital broadcast system.

Claims

1. A method for processing a digital broadcast signal
including a 3-dimensional, 3D, content, the method
comprising:

encoding 3D video data for the 3D content, the
3D video data including a left picture for a left
view and a right picture for a right view for a 3D
image;
generating signaling data including a subtitle
segment having information for signaling 3D
subtitles for the 3D content,
wherein the subtitle segment includes sub-re-
gion disparity information indicating value of dis-
parity applied to at least one sub-region of a re-
gion of the 3D image for the 3D subtitles, the
disparity being a difference between horizontal
positions of a pixel representing a same point in
space in the right and left view of the 3D image;
transmitting the digital broadcast signal includ-
ing the encoded 3D video data and generated
signaling data.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the value of disparity
is applied symmetrically to each view of the region
or sub-region.

3. The method of claim 1, wherein the subtitling seg-
ment further includes information indicating exist-
ence of sub-regions in the region of the 3D image,
and wherein the value of disparity indicated by the
sub-region disparity information is applied to the re-
gion when the information indicates no sub-regions
exist in the region.

4. The method of claim 1, wherein the subtitling seg-
ment further includes default disparity information
specifying default disparity value which is applied to
all regions in the 3D image when a digital broadcast
receiver is not capable of applying individual dispar-
ity values to each region.

5.  The method of claim 1, wherein the sub-region dis-
parity information includes integer part information
specifying integer part of the value of disparity and
fractional part information specifying fractional part
of the value of disparity.

6. The method of claim 1, wherein the subtitling seg-
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ment further includes sub-region horizontal informa-
tion specifying horizontal position of the at least one
sub-region and sub-region width information speci-
fying horizontal width of the at least one sub-region.

7. The method of claim 1, wherein the subtitling seg-
ment further includes shift type information specify-
ing that the value of disparity is applied to which view
among the left and right view for the 3D subtitle.

8. An apparatus for receiving a digital broadcast signal
including a 3-dimensional, 3D, content, the appara-
tus comprising:

a receiving unit configured to receive the digital
broadcast signal including 3D video data for the
3D content and signaling data;
a demultiplexer configured to demultiplex the 3D
video data and the signaling data from the re-
ceived digital broadcast signal, the 3D video da-
ta including a left picture for a left view and a
right picture for a right view for a 3D image;
an extracting unit configured to extract a subtitle
segment having information for signaling 3D
subtitles for the 3D content from the demulti-
plexed signaling data,
wherein the subtitle segment includes sub-re-
gion disparity information indicating value of dis-
parity applied to at least one sub-region of a re-
gion of the 3D image for the 3D subtitles, the
disparity being a difference between horizontal
positions of a pixel representing a same point in
space in the right and left view of the 3D image
a control unit configured to control a display of
the 3D subtitle for the 3D content based on the
extracted subtitle segment.

9.  The apparatus of claim 8, wherein the value of dis-
parity is applied symmetrically to each view of the
region or sub-region.

10. The apparatus of claim 8, wherein the subtitling seg-
ment further includes information indicating exist-
ence of sub-regions in the region of the 3D image,
and wherein the value of disparity indicated by the
sub-region disparity information is applied to the re-
gion when the information indicates no sub-regions
exist in the region.

11. The apparatus of claim 8, wherein the subtitling seg-
ment further includes default disparity information
specifying default disparity value which is applied to
all regions in the 3D image when a digital broadcast
receiver is not capable of applying individual dispar-
ity values to each region.

12. The apparatus of claim 8, wherein the sub-region
disparity information includes integer part informa-

tion specifying integer part of the value of disparity
and fractional part information specifying fractional
part of the value of disparity.

13. The apparatus of claim 8, wherein the subtitling seg-
ment further includes sub-region horizontal informa-
tion specifying horizontal position of the at least one
sub-region and sub-region width information speci-
fying horizontal width of the at least one sub-region:

14. The apparatus of claim 8, wherein the subtitling seg-
ment further includes shift type information specify-
ing that the value of disparity is applied to which view
among the left and right view for the 3D subtitle.
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